they looked there both up and there they danced in at the window.

To the lights, and then there until one of the boys, aroused by

the disturbance, went and turned him out. He always is in the habit

of going round to the rooms while the clothes are at recitation by

this means he renders himself very unpopular, he is accused of

searching their drawers so that he may find translations or

anything else that they may have contrary to the rules of

College which I think is decidedly wrong. The rowdyism and

the low classification of the students is still another objection

whose highest ambition seems to be, to be Efficient in shuffling cards,

turning off a dose of liquor or engaging in any low revels, most

of them also are small — mere boys who ought not to have come

here until they were two or three years older. My religion also

would stand a severe test as there is very little opportunity

for cultivating good emotions it militates against itself

degradation though which I could be led on from one degree
to another until I should be finally plunged into the whole

pool of shame and disgrace — Taking all these things into

consideration I would rather not graduate here, but if

you desire it, I will forge any pleasure or make any sacrifice

to gratify your wish. I am aware that the higher math-

ematical, surveying or navigation I am the better qualified

I will be to enter upon the duties that may devolve upon me

but here the theories of those subjects are merely taught

which, with the exception of surveying, can't be applied to

practice. There is very little surveying or navigation taught.

I had a conversation the other day with the author of 'Math-

ematics', who said that the navigation taught here was not of

that kind, used by seamen that the principles only used.